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ticular note are Raymond Dasman's ecological analysis of what man hath
wrought to his detriment in the Nile Valley, Kenneth Boulding's exposi-
tion of an economics based on the recognition of the finiteness of our
world, Father Wassmer's discussion of abortion, and Kingsley Davis' de-
tailed attack on the assumption that better contraceptives and better access
to these contraceptives will, themselves, be sufficient to halt world popula-
tion increase.
A cautionary note: This is not a book to be read at one sitting. It is, in-
stead, to be dipped into, referred to, quoted from-to be, in short, savored.
LINCOLN H. DAY
ANOTHER LOOK AT ATLANTIS. By Willy Ley. New York, Doubleday and
Company, Inc., 1969. vii, 229 pp. $5.95.
My delay in submitting this review and the recent death of the author,
Willy Ley, has put the task of revising an earlier review in an interesting
perspective. As his final published work, this volume provides an oppor-
tunity to, in some way, eulogize Ley, an early participant and recognized
authority in the areas of rocketry and space exploration as well as a
talented writer about many other scientific subjects.
This short book is a collection of expanded scientific and technological
footnotes presented by a master raconteur who displays a sample of his
varied interests, including exotic zoology, paleontology, practical geometry,
the fundamental gas laws, and, of course, our solar system and beyond.
Judging from the multiple copyright dates (1954-1969) and the readable
style, most of the chapters seem to have been written for popular lay
journals and are historical studies of any obscure subjects that seemed to
catch Ley's fancy.
The title study, "Another Look at Atlantis," goes back to Plato's descrip-
tion of the geographic nature and much debated location of the "lost con-
tinent," and hints at that author's possible primary sources of information;
it goes on to find and lose Atlantis and its fabled civilization throughout
history. Most of the other topics are attacked in a similar fashion, and
among the most interesting is an extensive study of the development of the
crossbow, a weapon whose introduction, like most advances in the tech-
nique of warfare, had profound influence on the political and social history
of mankind.
This volume might be read as one or two well spent evenings' activity,
but is probably, at least for this reader, better suited for a series of relaxing
diversions, since the diversity of subject matter requires some shifting of
intellectual gears between chapters. All in all, the work is a fitting finale
to the career of a man, who throughout his lifetime both made contribu-
tions to the body of scientific knowledge, and managed to bridge the in-
formation gap to the nonscientific public.
STUART KLEEMAN
Third YearMedical Student
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